Negative BOLD effect on somato-motor inhibitory processing: an fMRI study.
Inhibiting inappropriate behavior and thoughts in the current context is an essential ability for humans, but the neural mechanisms for response inhibitory processing are a matter of continuous debate. The aim of this event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study was to evaluate the negative blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) effect on inhibitory processing during go/no-go paradigms. Fifteen subjects performed two different types of somatosensory go/no-go paradigm: (1) button press and (2) count. Go and no-go stimuli were presented with an even probability. We observed a common negative activation during Movement No-go and Count No-go trials in the right SFG, corresponding to BA 8. These findings suggest that the right SFG region was responsible for the negative BOLD effect on inhibitory processing, which was independent of the required response mode. We hypothesized several possible explanations for the deactivation of the SFG during no-go trials.